International study of video review of concussion in professional sports
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ABSTRACT

Background Video review has become an important tool in professional sporting codes to help sideline identification and management of players with a potential concussion.

Aim To assess current practices related to video review of concussion in professional sports internationally, and compare protocols and diagnostic criteria used to identify and manage potential concussions.

Methods Current concussion management guidelines from professional national and international sporting codes were reviewed. Specific criteria and definitions of video signs associated with concussion were compared between codes. Rules and regulations adopted across the codes for processes around video review were also assessed.

Results Six sports with specific diagnostic criteria and definitions for signs of concussion identified on video review participated in this study (Australian football, American football, world rugby, cricket, rugby league and ice hockey). Video signs common to all sports include lying motionless/loss of responsiveness and motor incoordination. The video signs considered by the majority of sports as most predictive of a diagnosis of concussion include motor incoordination, impact seizure, tonic posturing and lying motionless. Regulatory requirements, sideline availability of video, medical expertise of video reviewers and use of spotters differ across sports and geographical boundaries. By and large, these differences reflect a pragmatic approach from each sport, with limited underlying research and development of the video review process in some instances.

Conclusions The use of video analysis in assisting medical staff with the diagnosis or identification of potential concussion is well established across different sports internationally. The diagnostic criteria used and the expertise of the video review personnel are not clearly established, and research efforts would benefit from a collaborative harmonisation across sporting codes.

INTRODUCTION

Sport-related concussion (SRC) is common, with an incidence of up to 18 concussions per 1000 athlete hours in professional sports.1,2 Yet, despite SRC being a common neurological injury, its diagnosis is often challenging for the clinician, especially on the sideline.3 This task can be even more complex and difficult in professional and elite sports where the speed of the game is faster (possibly with a corresponding greater force of impact), play is often more congested and clinical decisions need to be made quickly. The definition of SRC is complex,3 which is exacerbated by the absence of an objective and reliable biomarker for the diagnosis of concussion. As such, SRC remains a clinical diagnosis. Obvious signs such as loss of consciousness present in fewer than 10% of cases,4 and the diagnosis of SRC is often not easily apparent, yet failing to make an accurate diagnosis can have significant short-term and long-term consequences for the athlete.5 Early signs of SRC may be brief and may resolve completely by the time the medical staff arrive to assess the player. In the past, video review of potential concussive incidents were not available to the team’s medical staff on the sideline, although it was available to the public watching the game via broadcast feeds. When shown on slow-motion replay, often from multiple angles by the
broadcaster, brief early signs of concussion (such as staggers) are more easily observed by broadcast viewers and expose the medical staff for ‘missing’ a concussion. To assist the team physicians with assessing possible concussive injuries, many sporting bodies have introduced the use of video for real-time assessment, and for post-hoc analysis and review. Video review affords the viewer the opportunity to watch the incident from multiple angles, repeatedly, in slow motion and to assess biomechanical and clinical features of the incident.

Professional sporting codes around the world have introduced video assessment for SRC concurrently. By and large, sports have followed a pragmatic approach, dictated more by cost and availability of resources than being driven by empirical scientific research. Practically, sports have adopted different management strategies around the in-game video review process, including the availability of broadcast feed that can be controlled by the team medical staff, addition of concussion ‘spotters’, use of a video ‘tent’, which allows a distraction-free environment for viewing the video, etc. Consequently, the approach by various professional sporting organisations with regard to the role of video review in concussion assessment and management has been variable.9,11–17

There are a number of signs of SRC that may be observable on video. These range from signs that are highly suggestive of a diagnosis of SRC (such as impact seizures, tonic posturing and motor incoordination) and others that are less specific (such as ‘loss of responsiveness’, facial injury or ‘slow to get up’).9 One of the current limitations of video review, however, is that observable signs have limited sensitivity and specificity when compared with a clinical diagnosis of SRC.9,11,15,17 Some sports have adopted a conservative approach whereby the presence of signs highly suggestive of a SRC requires ‘immediate and permanent removal from play’, whereas in other sports, video signs are used to identify a potential SRC but further clinical assessment is required before the diagnosis is firmly established. Consequently, the interpretation of the video signs associated with SRC and the implications for management currently vary from sport to sport.

It is likely that clinical signs of a possible concussion, observable with video review, are common to all sports, although sport-specific signs may be possible. There are other differences between sports that may impact the utility of individual signs, including use of protective equipment, size of the sporting field, linear or 360° play, number of athletes in play, location of cameras, etc. For example, signs such as ‘blank and vacant look’ may be useful in some sports but may be difficult to ascertain in others where helmets obscure facial expression of the athlete. It is important to examine whether commonalities should exist across sports in essential elements of video review.

The objective of this study was to assess practices related to video review of concussion in professional sports internationally, and compare protocols and criteria used to identify and manage potential concussions, in order to help establish a common standard and improve the identification and management of SRC on game day.

METHODS
Senior medical advisers and chief medical officers from major international sporting codes, including Australian Football League (AFL), Cricket Australia (CA), Major League Baseball (MLB), NFL, NHL, National Rugby League (NRL) and World Rugby (WR) were purposively sampled and invited to participate in the study. As a census sample of major sporting codes, a sample size calculation was not necessary. Each sport completed a standardised questionnaire assessing the following topics, as they pertain to the use of video review for concussion assessment in their sport:

- The source of the video feed.
- Video signs that result in permanent removal from play.
- Video signs that result in removal from play for further assessment.
- Definitions of the video signs.
- Biomechanical criteria.
- Qualification/status of video reviewers.
- Use of spotters.
- Time limits and locations for video review.
- Equipment provided for video review.
- Education provided for video staff.
- Laws of the game and audit.

Questionnaire content was informed by a literature review of published studies evaluating video review in sport and developed in consultation with sports medicine experts. Questions included both close-ended and open-ended questions. The survey was presented in Microsoft Excel and circulated by email between November 2017 and December 2017. Reminders were sent if there was no response by 4 weeks. Respondents provided consent to use their data. As the data content of this study is available in the public domain and does not contain any patient data, approval of the research ethics committee was not required.

The data were extracted independently by two researchers (GD and MM) according to pre-defined data definitions and tabulated to determine which video signs are common to all sports, which are common to most sports and which are sport-specific. Disagreements were resolved by arbitration, with referral to a third researcher if required. A narrative synthesis was performed to assess the consistency of definitions used across the sports, and to identify which signs and definitions should be incorporated into a ‘core’ group of video signs, and which should be ‘optional’ or sport-specific.

RESULTS
Seven sports that were invited to participate responded to the study. MLB is yet to incorporate video review into its concussion management protocols, and therefore MLB was excluded from further data synthesis. So six sports were included in the final analysis.

The questionnaire was completed by medical personnel from each sport. All six sports are currently using live, in-game video review as part of their concussion protocols. Competition organised by three out of the six sporting bodies is played in a single country (AFL, CA and NRL in Australia), with one sporting body running competition across two countries (NHL – Canada and USA), one competition playing games across three countries (NFL – USA, Mexico and England) and one sporting body running competition across multiple countries (WR – with 102 member unions and 17 associate unions).
explored. Similarly, the NHL uses ATC as the primary video spotters, following which team physicians review the video in the medical room. Additionally, the NHL uses off-ice officials who have been trained as spotters to view the game live within the arena from a vantage point where they can see the entire ice surface. WR also allows for other 'appropriately trained' healthcare professionals (eg, physiotherapist) to act as video spotters. Currently, NRL has an informal arrangement where the video technician may also act as a spotter and are trialling further spotter roles both at the ground and at a central video bunker.

WR also has an independent match-day doctor who is involved in the process of video review and NFL has an unaffiliated neurotrauma consultant (UNC) involved in the process on each sideline (and will have a third UNC located in the booth with the ATC spotters starting in the 2018–19 season). CA uses a single doctor at matches, employing the team doctor for international matches and an independent match day doctor at domestic matches.

**Video source**

Broadcast vision is used exclusively in two sports: CA and NFL. NHL and AFL use the Hawk-Eye system, which allows multiple camera views and the video clip can be manipulated (including rewinding, slow motion and enlarging the field of view). NRL had used a combination of broadcast footage and started using the Hawk-Eye system in 2018. WR uses a variety of video sources (including Hawk-Eye or equivalent systems; eg, EVS, MyPlayXPlay, VoGo) or broadcast footage, with the video source being dictated by the tournament organisers.

**Equipment and location**

Four sports (AFL, NHL, NRL and WR) use a video monitor that can be manipulated by the viewer. AFL and NRL have the video equipment located exclusively on the sidelines without the provison of a specific distraction-free environment. NFL has a video booth above the field (press box), which provides a private viewing area for the ATC spotters, who are then connected via headphones to the sideline medical staff; a sideline video monitor is provided to medical staff, showing the same views used by the concussion spotters. It is a requirement of the NFL concussion protocol that the injury video review is a part of every concussion evaluation done either on the sideline or in the locker room. The medical treatment room is used for video assessment in the NHL, thus providing a distraction-free environment. For CA, there is no standard or formal place set aside for the medical assessment of the video and it varies depending on the broadcast conditions. In WR, the video review occurs in a neutral area between the team sideline areas, as well as in the medical room.

**Video signs of possible concussion**

The video signs used for decisions for ‘Permanent removal from play’, and for ‘Requires removal and assessment’ are listed in figure 1. Permanent removal from play mandates that the athlete may not return to play that day, whereas Removal and assessment requires sideline medical evaluation to confirm the diagnosis and disposition of the athlete. The two video signs common to every sport are Loss of consciousness/responsiveness/Lying motionless and motor incoordination. The video signs common to most sports are Impact seizure, tonic posturing and no protective action.

While most sports mandate permanent removal from same-game play based on some video signs, one sport does not mandate permanent removal based on video signs but does have a protocol on mandatory removal, a standardised assessment and physician clinical decision making regarding diagnosis.

**Definitions of video signs**

The definitions of each sign used by the different sports are presented in online supplementary table 1.

**Protocol**

No sport has a time limit for the video assessment. In WR the video review is used initially to identify any suspicious head-impact events. A second video review is then undertaken off-field to identify immediate removal criteria (criteria 1). If there are no criteria 1 signs evident on video, the player undergoes an off-field assessment. Similarly, in NFL, the concussion spotter can call a ‘Medical time-out’ and contact either the team medical staff and/or an on-field official (side judge) via the official-to-official communication system following head-impact events with signs of concussion, if the injury was not noted by the sideline medical staff and play would otherwise continue without a medical evaluation of the potentially injured player.

**Biomechanical video criteria of concussion**

Only three of the sports include a biomechanical video criterion of concussion. The definitions provided involve an impact or trauma to the head, neck or body (with force transmitted to the head).

**Compliance**

Four sports (AFL, NFL, NRL and WR) include video assessment in the laws of the game. In two sports, it is included as part of the concussion protocol, but there are no specific corresponding regulatory laws or rules. In AFL and NRL, the team can be fined by the sport governing body for not following concussion protocols, and in the NFL all concussion protocol violations are investigated jointly with the players union, and fines and other punishments may be imposed for violations. The NHL may fine individual clubs for violations of the concussion protocol. Similarly, in WR cases may be referred to the Tournament Disciplinary Committee.

All sports have an audit process for monitoring compliance with the video assessment and concussion protocols. The reviews are conducted by nominated independent trained medical professionals. Information is provided to concussion spotters and the team's medical staff where appropriate. Furthermore, WR game analysts review match footage post-game for any missed significant head-impact events, and similar review processes are included in NRL and AFL.

**Education**

NFL, NHL and WR have education modules for their team’s medical staff regarding the use of video assessment. The NHL also has education modules for their central and in-area game spotters. AFL does not have specific education modules but run yearly meetings for their medical staff with review and discussion of cases from the season. NRL uses elite head injury/concussion protocols online module, which includes video assessment training. NFL conducts annual meetings for medical personnel as well. CA has an annual conference to educate medical officers on concussion management but does not have specific education modules on video assessment.
### DISCUSSION

The use of video technology in concussion assessment in elite sports has evolved across different sports, in different continents, independent of each other. While there are numerous subtle differences in game-day practicalities, there are many similarities across the sports regarding the neurological criteria used.

Recent studies on the video signs associated with concussion have demonstrated good to fair inter-rater reliability on coding video signs of concussion. Similarly, the sensitivity and specificity of video signs were variable when compared with a clinical diagnosis of SRC. Some of the limitations noted in these studies, however, included ambiguity in the early definitions and a reliance on broadcast view (which often failed to show a clear view of the player following impact). In some cases, the broadcast views alone are insufficient as they cannot show all players on the field at all times, and thus, some injuries may be missed.

The current study highlights the differences in the approach to video assessment that have evolved in several major national and international sports. While there are many similarities in the

#### Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AFL</th>
<th>World Rugby</th>
<th>NFL</th>
<th>Cricket</th>
<th>NRL</th>
<th>NHL*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss of conciousness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of responsiveness/ Lying motionless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor incoordination/ Ataxia/ Staggering gait</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stumbles/stagger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No protective action floppy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No protective action tonic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical hypotonia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncontrolled fall to ground</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled fall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact seizure/ convulsion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonic posturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank/vacant look</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dazed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow to get up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutching at head</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking away from pitch disengaged with game</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion/ behaviour change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial injury/ fracture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*permanent removal*  
*requires removal & assessment*
definitions and processes introduced by the sports to identify a possible concussion, there may be significant benefit in developing a common standard to help improve the identification and management of SRC on game day.

Video signs of concussion

Loss of consciousness or responsiveness, Lying motionless and Motor incoordination are video signs common to all sports. While there are some subtle differences in definitions used across the sports, each sport is referring to a similar neurological entity. It is evident that most sports use the term Loss of consciousness, however, assessment of conscious state requires direct clinical examination by a health practitioner (as occurs in the assessment of the Glasgow Coma Scale), and cannot be solely determined from video. Loss of consciousness and Loss of responsiveness are therefore best used as clinical signs, and the preferred term in assessing video signs of concussion is Lying motionless. The strict definition of Lying motionless, particularly regarding duration of motionless, has not been adequately examined and requires further investigation.

Motor incoordination is a video sign common to all sports, yet two-thirds of the sports recommend permanent same-game removal from play, and the other sports require removal and assessment when this video sign is present. There are some subtle definitional and terminology differences across the sports, with terms such as ‘ataxia’, ‘staggering gait’, ‘loss of balance’, ‘stumbles’ and ‘clumsiness’ all referring to the same entity, namely motor incoordination. Terms that incorporate gait in their nomenclature can be misleading, because often the motor incoordination is observed in the athlete on their hands and knees, attempting to rise from the ground or field, and before they commence with gait. Therefore, definitions and terms that only assess gait will miss the common entity of motor incoordination in an athlete not in the action of running/walking/skating. Although motor incoordination may be due to other pathology (e.g., injury to the vestibular apparatus and lower limb injury), this is difficult to establish with clinical certainty on the sidelines. Until such time that a direct, objective sideline diagnostic test of concussion is established, it is recommended that sports adopt a conservative approach. Consequently, it is recommended that, in the absence of a definitive alternate cause (e.g., lower limb musculoskeletal injury), an athlete with definite motor incoordination following head trauma should be considered to have a concussion and permanently removed from play, or in ice-based sports with skates, subjected to a mandatory comprehensive off-ice evaluation.

Impact seizure and tonic posturing are included in the criteria for all sports, except in NHL. Impact seizures following head trauma are uncommon, but tonic posturing has been demonstrated to be common in sports such as Australian football. Tonic posturing is often brief and can be difficult to identify. It is possible that the use of medical personnel to assess video, in some sports, experienced in the assessment of seizures and neurological diseases, heightens clinician awareness of these signs and clinical experience affords sufficient confidence to interpret these signs on video. Conversely, in sports using personnel with less neurological experience, it is possible that there is less confidence in identifying these signs on video, or, if such personnel are unfamiliar with these signs, they will not look for them, and thus not include them in their results. Alternatively, it is possible that there are significant sport-specific differences in the occurrence or frequency of impact seizure or tonic posturing. Whether the use of helmets or other body protection equipment in some sports modifies the appearance of such signs is not yet clear and requires further investigation.

The video sign of No protective action, Uncontrolled fall to the ground and Cervical hypotonia are phrases that describe the same phenomenon where by the player does not use any protective manoeuvres as they fall to the ground, implying that they have already lost consciousness. In a detailed reliability study on video signs in AFL, it was noted that players could be ‘floppy’ or ‘stiff’ as they fell to the ground and failed to protect themselves. It is acknowledged that No protective action – Stiff is actually the presence of tonic posturing that occurs on impact, before the athlete lands on the ground, and it is therefore not surprising that there is a strong correlation between sports that incorporate these two video signs into their protocols. The video sign No protective action – Floppy is identical to the ‘ragdoll’ sign, often described by video assessors; however, it is preferable to use the more descriptive terms, rather than the term ragdoll, because it is less ambiguous and allows for clear differentiation between those who fall while flaccid (floppy) and tonic (stiff). Two sports use the additional term cervical hypotonia when assessing video for No protective action. In some circumstances a player with No protective action – Floppy may have the arms held in a tackle such that the flaccid characteristic is only identified superior to the cervico-thoracic junction. Some refer to this as cervical hypotonia; however, this term may be misleading as it may suggest that the hypotonia is restricted to the cervical region only. There may be merit in sub-categorising No protective action – Floppy, as Arms-free or Arms-held, to clarify the terminology in this group.

Blank and vacant look is a sign that, when present, is highly correlated with the diagnosis of concussion. However, it is a sign that can be difficult to assess with video, because it requires an un-obstructed video view of the athlete’s face and eyes and can be obscured by the presence of helmets and face shields. Further, familiarity with the individual athlete is important, because of the variability in athletes’ normal appearance, and as such, a team doctor’s familiarity with the athlete is at an advantage in identifying this video sign.

Disorientation and Confusion/behaviour change are used by a few sports; however, these signs are best elicited during the neurological examination. These signs can be inferred, to a degree, by odd athlete behaviour, such as running in the wrong direction on the field, but disorientation, from a neurocognitive perspective, requires formal clinical examination and cannot be determined from video alone.

The video signs of Slow to get up and Clutching at head are used by several sports for removal and assessment, but no sport incorporates these signs into criteria for permanent same-game removal from play. They may be useful markers that an event has occurred and warrants further medical attention, but are non-specific for the diagnosis of concussion. The video sign Facial injury/Suspected/facial fracture is also not sufficiently specific to the diagnosis of concussion, and no sport incorporates it into the criteria for permanent same-game removal from play.

It is apparent that there are very few differences in the definitions used by the different sporting bodies, and it is likely that, while each sport developed their processes independently, clinicians advising sporting bodies on protocols would have appraised themselves of the published literature at the time, and therefore there was some degree of acceptance of published definitions, where it was considered that the definitions were appropriate for that sport, and could not be improved upon. Some definitions are different across the sporting spectrum, and this is most
likely due to difficulties in creating video analogies for neurological bedside clinical examination findings. For example, *Loss of consciousness/responsiveness* is variably defined as ‘prolonged immobility >5s not reacting to external environment’, or ‘a player lies motionless on the ice’ or ‘lying on ground (>1s) does not appear to move or react, respond or reply appropriately to the game situation’.

**Technology and personnel**

The professional sports organisations involved in this study find the use of video review by medical staff to be an important and useful component of SRC assessment. Such video should be made available to medical staff whenever possible. Ideally however, the video review system should accommodate viewing from multiple camera angles, with facility for playback at varying speeds. This allows sideline medical personnel the opportunity to visualise the impact and subsequent signs, which may only be visible on limited camera angle views. Whether or not additional support from a video technician is required depends on the ease of use of the system employed, and experience and comfort level of the medical staff in the use of the system.

A number of sports provide a distraction-free/private viewing area in which the video assessment can be undertaken. It is unclear whether this results in any significant difference in the reviewers’ performance in the identification of video signs of concussion.

NFL and NHL use ATC as video spotters, who themselves don’t make a diagnosis of concussion, but inform the team’s medical staff when a potential concussive event has been observed. With the required number of game-day tasks being performed by medical staff, and multiple other distractions associated with caring for team personnel on the sideline, the addition of other observers to help identify potential concussions is useful.

NFL (two ATC for each game) and NHL (ATC or physical therapist) use video spotters in addition to sideline medical staff to facilitate identification of head injury events. The NHL also has in-area spotters who watch games live (not on video) to identify visible signs not adequately captured on video. Currently NRL has an informal arrangement where the video technician may also act as a spotter. In WR coaches and the team’s medical staff are encouraged to report suspicious video signs to the independent match day doctor (MDD) for further assessment. In the AFL, while there is no formal match day spotter, the video technician is used as an informal spotter used for post-match compliance assessment by AFL medical officials. The other sports do not incorporate non-medical-spotters into their game-day regulations.

While this use of video spotters is incorporated into some sports, in most sports an experienced team and/or independent doctor is responsible for reviewing the video, and, in all sports it is ultimately the responsibility of the doctor to make the diagnosis of concussion. The reliability of experienced medical staff, rather than non-medical personnel, in identifying the video signs across many sports needs to be established, as does the reliability of the video signs, either in isolation or as a combination, in predicting a diagnosis of concussion.

**LIMITATIONS**

This study examines the use of video technology in the game-day assessment of concussion in six professional sports as of 2018. Most of these sports are played in Australia and North America, with one sport (WR) played across 119 nations (however, not all 119 nations have ready access to video technology). The majority of sporting participants are professional males. These results are not necessarily generalisable across all sports and may not be applicable to non-professional athletes, in addition to women, adolescents, children or non-contact sports.

The confirmation of a diagnosis of concussion is a clinical decision, and in the absence of a validated biomarker of concussion, there is no doubt that video studies of concussion are at risk of type one error (false-positive, in which the video suggests signs of concussion, but a concussion has not occurred), and type two error (false-negative, in which there are no videos signs of concussion, but clinically concussion is confirmed). Given the absence of a valid biomarker, and the potential for further injury if a concussed individual is not removed from play, it is preferable to err on the side of caution and accept a higher incidence of type one error.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

1. All contact/collision professional sporting codes should provide broadcast video to side-line medical personnel, in real time, preferably with access to multiple camera angles, and facility for playback at variable speeds.
2. There appears to be agreement among professional contact sports that the presence of Lying motionless, Tonic posturing, Impact seizure or Motor incoordination on video review requires removal from the field of play. While many professional sporting bodies recommend permanent removal from play, there is not universal consensus, and further research is required for validation of these signs in professional collision/contact sports.
3. Other aspects that require validation and/or discussion in a future concussion consensus meeting include:
   i. The applicability of other/additional video signs across all sporting codes as either general or sport-specific visible signs.
   ii. Whether any signs should rise to the level of mandating ‘no return to play on the day’.
   iii. The utility of specific biomechanical signs.
   iv. The level of education and training required for personnel to review video for presence of signs of concussion.
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